however, mostly limited to its current endemic areas outside Europe [4] . Palaeoepidemiological evidence necessary for assessing climatic influences on this and other infectious diseases is still scarce [5] .
Here we present newly digitized data on 6929 plague outbreaks that occurred between 1347 and 1900 AD across Europe (Figure 1 ), based on an inventory initially published 35 years ago [6] . This and comparable compilations should be of great value to researchers across diverse disciplines, providing insight on spatiotemporal patterns and dynamics of historical plague outbreaks. Remaining uncertainties though include geographically imprecise descriptions that prohibited the exact localization of 4251 out of 11 180 originally published outbreaks, and the annual resolution of the primary sources precludes tracking within-year dispersal routes. Nevertheless, this annually-resolved and precisely localized archive, together with inventories from China [2] , provides unique opportunities to assess spatiotemporal characteristics of historical epidemics, and to explore their causes and consequences. Where (via which harbors?) and when (once or repeatedly?) did the bacterium reach Europe and how was it then spread? Did trade routes, river systems, and forests affect the dispersal rate and virulence of Yersinia pestis, and was a wildlife reservoir involved? Historical documentary reports and dendro-dated wood constructions are valuable and increasingly available resources to enhance knowledge of plague-induced socioeconomic, cultural, and political instability of Medieval Europe. Linking palaeo-epidemiological and -climatological records will further reveal if the Black Death and subsequent outbreaks during the Thirty Year's War coincided with the most extreme climate fluctuations of the past millennium [7] , when society was likely more vulnerable after crop failure and under-nutrition, and when wild rodent host populations were stressed and displaced. Many new research opportunities thus arise.
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